Body Care
Pamper yourself with body refining
& contouring treatments
Lasting Softness

30m

€35

Beautify your skin with a delectable body exfoliation using mineral salts with essential oils and
finish with a light layer of moisturizer which will coat the skin with long lasting softness and
suppleness.
Marine Slimming
60m €60
The body is generously exfoliated and covered in a seaweed mask, drawing out its mineral
rich concentration and powerful action to aid slimming. Minerals and trace elements boost
the body’s metabolism, resulting in a slimmer feeling.

Triple Action Slimming

60m

€60

A body exfoliation followed by a cocktail of seaweed body mask, each with its own unique
benefits. With slimming, detoxifying and firming actions, this treatment is a complete slimming
solution. A revitalising sea immersion for optimum relaxation with results.

Marine and Chocolate Contours

60m

€60

An indulgent guilt free chocolate experience that’s not only tantalizing but aids in contouring
the figure and boosts metabolism. Starting with a chocolate exfoliation, a divine detoxifying
chocolate mud mask and finishing off this delightful experience with a revitalizing nourishing
chocolate body lotion.

Slimming And Serenity Prestige

90m

€85

A luxury treatment combining a cocktail of seaweed
body wrap with a soothing full body massage. The
slimming, detoxifying and firming virtues of seaweed
added to a relaxing massage ease away tension and
stress for total relaxation and a refined toned silhouette.

Floatation Voyage

30m

€25

Float away with our unique mind and body experience.
Relax and escape on a dry floatation bed with an
enveloping warmth and weightlessness which soothes the
body and mind. As you drift off with a divine scalp
massage, colours and aromas stimulate and calm your
senses.

Mediterranean Sea Voyage Spa Signature Ritual
Inspired by the Mediterranean fruit growing on the shores
of Cyprus, you will begin with an invigorating Fruity Exfoliation, followed by a pampering creamy Fruit Envelopment.
While your skin is being softened and smoothed relax and
enjoy a multi-sensorial voyage on our floating bed. Last
but not least a divine scalp massage will revive your mind,
body and spirit.
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